STATE OF ALABAMA BOARD OF LICENSURE
FOR PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS AND LAND SURVEYORS

IN THE MATTER OF:

Mr. John A. Fowler,PE

Respondent
Case No.2015-15-B

HEARING ORDER

On March 30, 2016 a hearing was convened concerning the allegations filed against
Respondent, John A. Fowler, professional engineer. The Board was represented by Mr. Benjamin
Albritton, Board Counsel. Administrative Law Judge Tori Adams presided over the Hearing. Mr.
Fowler appeared at the hearing with legal Counsel.

After hearing the testimony of all the witnesses presented by the Board Investigative

Committee and after considering all the evidence presented in the above-referenced ease.
Administrative Law Judge Tori L. Adams proposed the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of
Law, and Conclusion and Recommendation.
PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

Mr. John Fowler currently holds a license issued by the State ofAlabama Board ofLicensure
for Professional Engineers and Land Surveyors (APELS) to practice as a licensed engineer. Mr.
Fowler has held continuing licensure v^th APELS since November 15, 1991, which includes the

2013 and 2014 periods as issue herein. Mr. Fowler's current license reflects an expiration date of
December 31, 2017.(Tr. p. 11)
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By summons and formal administrative complaints dated June 20, 2016 and August 22,
2016, Mr. John A. Fowler was notified of the APELS issuance of a formal administrative

complaint. No.2015-15-B,in compliance with Section 34-11-11. Code of Alabama 1975 and Rule
330-X-16-.03, APELS, Administrative Code, conceming his license to practice engineering,

pursuant to Rule 330-X-9-.01(l)(a) and the Alabama Administrative Procedures
Act.(APELS Exhs. 1,2)

The hearing on the formal administrative complaint was held'on October 20, 2016, at 100
North Union Street, Montgomery, Alabama. (Tr. p. 1) APELS was represented by Attomey Ben

Albritton. The Respondent, Mr. Fowler was represented by Attomey F. Luke Coley, Jr. The hearing
was conducted in compliance with Sections 34-11-11 and 41-22-12, Code of Alabama 1975.

The legal complaint and charges listed in the formal complaint, dated August 22, 2016,

relating to engineering work performed conceming real properties located in Semmes, Alabama

and Mobile, Alabama(APELS Exhs.4,5,6),during 2013 and 2014,for which the present hearing^
was held consisted ofthe following:

'The August 12, 2016, hearing of this cause was continued due to a medical condition of
the wife of Respondent's counsel, Mr. Coley. A second very general continuance was filed on
October 12, 2016, conceming the present setting citing a surgery of Mr. Fowler and a flooding
issue for a proposed expert in Baton Rouge, LA. Following an opposition motion on behalf of
APELS and a denial ofthe second motion for continuance, a third motion for continuance was filed

with a corrected surgery timeframe and physician exhibit. The third continuance was denied due to
the surgery occurring some five (5) weeks prior to proposed hearing date, the length of notice to
Respondent of the need for expert testimony twenty-one (21) months and the logistics of
coordinating schedules of all board members and participants. The physician statement provided
on October 13,2016, was very delayed and only extended the engineering work absence period but
did not refer to the hearing availabilities.

^The parties were informed with the third continuance order that the parties would be
permitted to avail themselves of live video conferencing for parties, expert witnesses, and lay
witnesses. The Respondent with counsel appeared in person for the hearing and presented his

testimony along with live witness testimony. No live video conferencing was utilized by the
Respondent. Live video conferencing was utilized by APELS for both lay and expert testimony in
addition to live in person testimony by witnesses at the hearing.
COUNT I

The Board alleges Respondent placed his signature and
professional engineer seal on the design of the second floor of a
metal building for the Ron Cochran, 0 Sand Spur Road, Semmes,
Alabama that was created by Rebecca Odom, a draftsperson
employed by Quinco Inc, without providing direct control and
supervision of the design, and the desigl exceeded the maximum
allowable stresses and deflection limitations specified in the model
building code.
The applicable States and Board Rules include: Title 34,
Chapter 11 Code of Alabama Section 34-11-11(a)(2) and the Rules
of the Administrative Code of the Board, Section 330-X-14-.05(g)
and330-X-l
COUNT II

The Board alleges Respondent placed his signature and
professional engineer seal on the design of a 40' x 50' x 20' metal
building, for Ron Cochran, O Sand Spur Road, Semmes, Alabama
that was created by draftsperson Rebecca Odom, an employee of
Quinco Inc, without providing direct control and supervision of the
desiYl, and the design exceeded the maximum allowable stresses
and deflection limitations specified in the model building code.
The applicable Statutes and Board Rules include: Title 34,
Chapter 1 1 Code of Alabama Section 34-11-11 (a)(2) and the Rules
of the Administrative Code of the Board, Section 330-X-14-.05(g)
and
COUNT III

Respondent stipulates he placed his signature and
professional engineer seal on the design of the metal building,
created by draftsperson Rebecca Odom,an employee of Quinco Inc,
for Leroy Hayman,
without providing direct control £ind supervision of the design, and
the design contained certain structural elements that exceed the
limitations for

maximum

allowable

specified in the model building code.
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stresses and

deflections

The applicable Statutes and Board Rules include: Title 34,
Chapter 11 Code of Alabama Section 34-11-11 (a)(2) and the Rules
of the Administrative Code of the Board, Section 330-X-14-.05(g)
and

11. FNDINGS OF FACT

A.

40' X 50' X 20'(Cochran, O Sand Spur Road, Semmes, Alabama)

The evidence presented at the hearing ofthis cause established the following facts regarding
the engineering design of a 40' x 50' x 20' metal building for Mr. Ron Cochran(COUNT II),
O Sand Spur Road, Semmes, Alabama:

By complaint form dated January 8, 2016 and filed January 15, 2015 with APELS, Mr.
Ronald K. Cochran notified APELS ofa consumer complaint against the Respondent Engineer Mr.
John Fowler.(Tr pp. 12, 19, 20)Ofthe issues included on the form, Mr. Cochran complained that
the 40' X 50' x 20' building plans that Respondent approved for Cochran through Quinco,Inc. were
"not engineered correctly — column and rafters are to (sic) small and building is not braced
correctly."(APELS Exhs. 3, 4)(Tr. p. 20)The consumer complaint form also listed the "Building

Contract and Eng. Plans, 2"^ Floor Contract and Eng. Plans, and Statement from me (Ron
Cochran)".(APELS Exh. 3) According to Mr. Cochran the engineering problems with initial 40 x
50 drawing (that he added 20 feet for a total of40 x 70):

And the main problem that we have is it don't meet Alabama code
as far as the purlins. The purlins is 16 gauge. And according to
Alabama code, with the height of the building, they should be 14
gauge. And now, in the roof, it should be — they 16 gauge.
Everything — all the purlins is 16 gauge. And on the walls it

^Mr. Cochran testified by live video conference. Mr. Cochran verified that his signature on
the consumer complaint form was his authentic signature.(Tr. pp. 24-25)

should be 14 gauge and then the roof, they should be 12 gauge. And
they should be 42 inches apart center to center. But they 5 foot apart
center to center and they bend real easy. The material won't hold the
tin right. And when somebody gets up there walking around doing
any repair work or anything, it bends the tin and causes the building
to leak.

(Tr. pp. 20-21)

Mr. Kevin Putnam, an Investigator for the APELS was assigned to the Cochran consumer

complaint case. (Tr. p. 26) Mr. Putnam testified' that according to the Respondent, Fowler
Engineering(and Respondent specifically) had performed engineering services for Quinco since

"approximately 2008". Respondent relayed to Mr. Putnam that

... in the normal course of his business, Quin-Co would forward to

him by electronic mail drafts for light gauge metal building to be
either sold or constructed for a customer. He takes those plans,

examines them, makes suggestions — correction, make suggestions
and/or changes after which he sends them back to the draftsperson
at Quin-Co. When the plans come back to him,he runs them through
his RISA structural engineering program to ensure that the design is
structurally sound. And when he's confident of that fact, he stamps
it, affixes his seal on it, also his signature and the date, and then he
forwards the plans back to Quin-Co by electronic mail.

Mr. Fowler also told me that he had designed a 40 x 50 x 20 metal
building for Mr. Cochran — or for Quin-Co, which was to be
constructed for Mr. Cochran.

(Tr. pp. 29-30)

"Mr. Putnam testified for the hearing in person.
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Mr. Putnam showed the Respondent APELS Exhibit 4 and the Respondent "certified to

[Putnam] that this was his real and his electronically affixed signature and date".(Tr. pp. 30, 33)
Mr. Putnam met with the owners of Quinco, Jason and Steve Quinnelly, as well as an in

house Quinco contract draftsperson, Rebecca Odom. He spoke with them separately to question
them about the company process for getting engineering plans approved by the Respondent,
Quinco's engineer of choice. Mr. Jason Quinnelly, the general manager of Quinco, relayed to
Mr. Putnam:

They're a licensed general contracting firm specializing in the
erection of metal buildings to meet both storage and shelter needs.
He reviewed with me the procedures on how he conducted his
business. He said that while Mr. Fowler was not on written contract

with him, he has been their engineer of choice for — for the past few
years.

He said that as a normal course of business, what he does is a

customer comes in, they ask for the metal building. He tells Ms.
Rebecca Odom, which is their contract draftsperson, to create a
design. He sends the design to Mr. Fowler. Mr. Fowler does what he
does with it and send it back to him with a seal and a signature. And
after that, the building is constructed or not, depending upon how
things go with his client.
(Tr. p. 34)

Mr. Steve Quinnelly, the owner of Quinco verified that Ms. Rebecca Odom was their
contract draftsperson.(Tr. pp. 34-35)

Mr. Putnam also spoke separately with Mrs. Rebecca Odom,the contract draftsperson.
She relayed to Mr. Putnam:

She told me that she had been a contract draftsperson for Quin-Co
for about four and a half years since around 2010. She said she
worked fxill-time for another company in Mobile, and that she had
learned drafting at the Southeastern College of Technology.
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She said that Quin-Co has a library ofmetal building designs,
most of which were with the company when she came to work for
them. She said she did bring some designs with her. She said that in
the normal course of business, she's contacted by Jason Quinnelly
who gives her information regarding a job and commissions her to
create the plans. She said that she usually selects from the library a
set ofplans that most resembles the design that Mr. Quinnelly wants,
and then modifies those plans to fit the customer. She said then she
sends the plans back to Mr. Quinnelly and - - whom she identified
as her supervisor.

She said when she performs work, she does it for Quin-Co,
not an engineer. She said that she's never met Mr. Fowler, has never
talked to him on the telephone. She said that when she and Mr.
Fowler do communicate, it's been through electronic mail. She
declined to speculate on the number of times in five years that she
has received communication fi-om Mr.Fowler, but said anything that
Fowler - - from Mr. Fowler normally went through Mr. Quinnelly
first.

She was shown the 40 x 70 building. She said it appeared to
be hers. She was also - - which is we do not have the exhibit for. She

was also shown the - - the Exhibit 4. And she admitted that she
created that one also.

(Tr. pp. 35-37)

The Cochran consumer complaint investigation was also referred to technical advisors for

further review by APELS. Mr. Putnam contacted Technical Advisor James A. Russell for his
review. Technical advisors are unpaid experts who provide reviews and opinions about places and

specifications which are under review by APELS.(Tr. pp. 37-39) The technical advisor provides
a report to APELS and the applicable investigator. The report is forwarded to the engineer whose
plans are in question and allowed to review the technical advisor's report and comment.(Tr. pp.
39-40) Mr. Russell and the Respondent both provided two (2) reviews/opinions of the three (3)

Quinco sets of plans.(APELS Exhs. 4, 5, and 6) The investigator, Mr. Putnam received the two

reviews/opinions of Mr. Russell, the technical advisor, and the Respondent. (Tr. pp. 39-45)
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(APELS Exhs. 7, 8, 9,10, and 11) Mr. Putnam testified that he was told by the Respondent that he

had never met Quinco's client Mr. Cochran and had never talked to him. The Respondent admitted
to Mr. Putnam that the seals and signatures on each of the plans in question (APELS Exhs. 4, 5,

and 6) were authentic and not forged. (Tr. p. 49) Mr. Jason Quinnelly, the general manager of
Quinco, Inc. who testified in person for the hearing about the working relationship between he and
the Respondent.

A.

A customer would call in, give me the size building he's
looking for, let me know if he wants me to do the concrete
and the labor. 1 ask him the city, whether it's city or the
county, what area and the address. Look it up on the Intemet,
get the wind speed and the exposure, and put a little summary
together. Draw a rough draft plans, send it to Mr. Fowler for
his thoughts and opinions, make changes, sends it back to me
and we make the changes, make the final draft, send it back
to Fowler for his approval.

Q.

Do you have a draftsperson that drafts up these plans?

A.

Me and - - me now, but not anymore. We used to.

Q.

Who is your draftsperson?

A.

It was Rebecca Odom.

Q. So ifI'm getting you right, a customer calls in,tells you what they
want, you get your figures and so a little research, then you
go tell at this time Rebecca, hey, we need this?
A. Well, I mean,I've worked with Mr. Fowler for about six or seven

years. So I kind of know what he looks for and what.- you
know,I don't know what will work or what won't work. But
until after I talked to Mr. Fowler, I sent it - -1 sent it to Ms.

Rebecca, she put it in a plan form. Then 1 sent it to Mr.
Fowler for review.

Q. How does Ms. Odom go through the process or do you know how
she goes through the process of drafting up some plans?
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A.

What do you mean?

Q. Well,isn't it true that you have a library there at Quin-Co that you
kind of would go back to for a basis?
A. Yes, sir, we've got all our buildings that we've - - that we've ever
done on file.

Q. Would she go and look for a similar project and then tailor it to
what your customer is requesting?
A.

That would give her a starting basis, yes, sir.

Q. And then the process of going, she would give it to you, you
would give it to Mr. Fowler and Mr. Fowler would make his
changes, give it to you, and you would give it back to her?
A.

Yes, sir.

Q.

Did Mr. Fowler ever have any direct contact with Ms.
Odom?

A.

Few times, yes, sir.

Q.

How would that occur?

A.

Via e-mail or we'd all three-way.

Q.

Ever any face-to-face?

A.

Not that I recall. I don't - - I'm not sure.

Q. And the, of course, Mr. Fowler would chargfe you for his
engineering services?
A.

Yes, sir.

(Tr.pp. 51-53)

Mr. Jason Quinnelly admitted that the company,Quinco, had been charged by APELS with

offering engineering services without a licensed engineer involvement at all. Those charges

resulted in a settlement and a cease and desist letter from APELS prohibiting Quinco from offering

engineering services without a licensed person at Quinco is with a certificate of authorization. The
company no longer has an in-house draftsperson and has no intention of hiring an engineer inhouse.(Tr. pp. 54-55, 68) Since the consent settlement by Quinco with APELS, the Respondent
continues to contract with Quinco for engineering services, and Mr.

Jason Quinnelly prepares the draft of plans and sends them by e-mail to the Respondent. Mr. Jason

Quinnelly also believes that there is "more transparent communication" between Quinco agents
and the Respondent but there has been no substantive change in the process between
Quinco and the Respondent. He plans to continue to work with the Respondent.(Tr. pp. 55-56)
Mr. Jason Quinnelly testified that the building described in Exhibit 4 for Mr. Cochran was
never built because Mr. Cochran later wanted the building to be larger. He describes Mr.

Cochran as a "normal customer, a little demanding, little loud" before the consumer complaint.
Currently his perception is that Mr. Cochran "likes to throw his weight around, threatens to sue
everybody until he gets his way".(Tr. p. 59)

In providing more detail about his working relationship with the Respondent, Mr. Jason
Quinnelly testified that:(1) he "receives the sealed plans" from Mr. Fowler - - "he does not have"
Mr. Fowler's "stamp in his [Quinco] office";(2)Jason sends Mr. Fowler "a draft set with member
sizes" and "he fixes it";(3)sometimes Mr. Fowler makes "changes on the" actual "plans" but "most
ofthe time he writes it in an e-mail and sends it back to [him] and we make the changes and send
him the revision set back"; and(4)Quinco "sends the foundation and structural part to Mr. Fowler"

for his part. Mr. Jason Quinnelly is not an engineer and not qualified to testify regarding error or
lack of standard of care in engineering work. (Tr. pp. 62-64, 69) However, regarding the

Respondent's business habits, Mr. Jason Quinnelly testified that the Respondent "seals and signs
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every other page" and dates those pages. That is why he believes that Respondent Exhibit

13 ^ does not contain Mr. Fowler's authentic seal and signature.
(Tr. pp. 71-72)

Mr. James A. RusselP was also utilized as a volunteer technical advisor concerning the
engineering part of the building plans by Quinco that are the subject ofthe present hearing. Mr.
Russell works with APELS Board Member Mark Barter, in Mobile Alabama, who has been

recused from this case before APELS.(Tr. pp. 93-94) He was utilized for APELS plan Exhibits

4, 5, and 6 although the engineer name was not disclosed.(Tr. p. 96) At the onset, Mr. Russell

provided that the plans consisting of Exhibits 4, 5, and 6 lacked "a whole lot of calculations"
requiring his own independent analysis of the structures.(Tr. p. 96)

Each of the three sets of plans comprising APES Exhibits 4, 5, and 6 "had particular
situations or conditions that [he] felt didn't meet the building code".(Tr. p. 98)Specifically

with regard to APELS Exhibit 4(40' x 50' x 20'), Mr. Russell concluded:

There were several situations. One was that the specific wind
load criteria was not clear on the documents. The building
code has a particular set of information that should be
included on the drawings and that was not in its entirety listed
on the drawings, so it created some ambiguity into what the
structure was designed for with respect to wind loads. I also
found that the structural framing for the roof, the roof purlins
did not meet certain strength requirements. And there also
was some deflection issues with respect to the roof purlins.

'Although Exhibit 13 was admitted as indicated in text of transcript, the index page of
transcript erroneouslv reflects that Exhibit 13 was not admitted.(Tr. p. 72)

^Mr. Russell provided live personal testimony for the hearing ofthis cause.
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Q.

Is that all that you found with regard to Exhibit 5 - - sorry,
Exhibit 4?

A.

4. There was a particular detail that 1 felt needed to be
included on the drawings to clearly show how the structure
was to be fabricated that was not included, and to that was

one additional point. But my analysis made an assumption of
a fixed joint, which - - which would - - it would have been
necessary to do that to make the structure function in the way
it's shown.

Q.

Now, I'm going to ask you the same question about your
findings in this project. How would you classify the
deficiencies that you foimd? Were they minor, were they
major, were they extreme, how would you classify them?

A.

They were - - there were some elements that were fairly
significant overstressed, say 50 percent range if 1 recall
correctly. And that is - - you know, that's a reasonable
amount of over strength that 1 would not think would be
appropriate.

Q.

The plans that are represented by Exhibit 4 and were
prepared by Mr. John Fowler, do they meet the standard of
care for an engineer in the State of Alabama?
(APELS Exh. 15)(Tr. pp. 100-102)

Mr. Russell's conclusions regarding APELS Exhibit 4 are contained in his review letter (APELS
Exhibit 15).

Mr. Russell has designed the same type of metal buildings as produced by Quinco. He
utilized technical manuals, steel manuals published by AISC, and information from other sources

when assessing the plans in questions. Mr. Russell also provided additional information about his
wind load computations;

Q. When you were given these plans to review, were you told the
purpose ofthe buildings?
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A.

Not in the sense that I knew exactly what they would be used
for. Only in that in certain - - in computing wind loads, you
have to know whether the building is an accessory structure
as in a structure that's not to be occupied. And you can
classify that particular building in a way that allows you to
reduce the wind loads. And so my - my wind analysis,
independent analysis of this with respect to wind assumed
that these were accessory-type structures that would not be
occupied.

Q.

Could you tell from the drawing that you were reviewing if
the wind information was on the drawing?

A.

The full extent of the wind criteria that's necessary to
compute the loads was not on the drawing. I believe there
was an indication of a wind speed. But that's incomplete in - with respect to all the information that you need to know
exactly what that means. It's just a wind speed number. It
doesn't tell you the total picture, let's say.

Q.

But ifthat information was available elsewhere, it could have
been used?

A.

It could have been, yes.

Q.

Did you seek that information in conducting your review?

A.

I did contact the investigator because I had some confusion
about which building code to use with respect to the wind.
And under 2006 International Building Code, 140 miles per
hour means one thing. And under the 2010 or 2012 building
code, the number, whatever, pick a number for the wind
speed, it means something different.
(Tr. pp. 107-109)

Mr. Russell also concluded that he did not have a problem with the specific calculations not being
with plans but that they should have been available to customer. (Tr. p. 114) Mr. Russell also
described how he analyzes standard of case issues.
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A.

... One is ifthe code is not met by - - in reviewing the plans,
if you determine that the code was not met, then to me that
would mean the standard of care was not met because there

would be a specific code violation.
Q.

Okay

A.

There may be also another opinion as to whether adequate
information was provided from a constructability standpoint
that also may be a little more subjective that the standard of
care was not met. But 1 believe in this case, it's by virtue of
the code violation that I would make the assessment or the

opinion that it didn't meet the standard of care.
(Tr.pp. 115-116)

Mr. Russell also testified that he reviewed the response comments from the Respondent, after the

Respondent received Russell's conclusions and the Respondent's comments did not change Mr.
Russell's opinions that plans in Exhibit 5 did not meet the engineering standards of care.(Tr. pp.

116-117)(APELs Exh. 14)Following Mr. Russell's expert testimony,the APELS counsel indicated
that the APELS direct case was concluded.(Tr. p. 117)

The first witness called on behalf of the Respondent was, Mr. Jason Quinnelly, who has
previously testified on direct. Mr. Quinnelly was shown the initial consumer complaint of Mr.
Cochran.(APELS Exh. 3) He believes that the "Ronald K. Cochran" name on the top of page one

was on the consumer complaint by his uncle John Quinnelly and not by Mr. Cochran himself. Jason
Quinnelly believes that his uncle convinced Mr. Cochran to complain about Quinco.(Tr. pp. 118119) Mr. Jason Quinnelly acknowledge that the platform plans(40 x 50)relating to Count II ofthe
administrative complaint were plans he provided to Mr. Cochran.(Tr.
p. 120)
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The next witness to testify was the Respondent, John A. Fowler. Mr. Fowler is licensed in
seven (7) states, including Alabama, as a professional engineer.(Tr. p. 121) He graduated with a
bachelor degree in 1981 from the University of Cincinnati, with a chemical engineering major and
a civil engineering minor He also took post graduate engineering courses at the University ofSouth
Alabama in structural engineering in 2000 and 2002. (Tr. p. 122) Mr. Fowler had surgery for
diverticulitis in April and hernia repair in September 2016.(Tr. pp. 122123)

The Respondent described that he handles engineering projects for Quinco and refers to
the process between them as "personal supervision" of engineering documents "prepared and
delivered over the internet". He relies on a general reference to an adversary letter by APELS
issued in 2009.

The Respondent described the process between his services and Quinco in the following
manner:

These buildings, a lot of them are very similar. And then I would
either call him, e-mail him or text him or markup those plans and
scan them and e-mail back or,in the old days,fax and say make these
changes.
So he would make the changes. I would - - he'd e-mail the

plans back to me. If he had any questions, he'd call me or send an email. I'd look the plans over and verify the changes were made. I'd
run the - - all the components on RISA, which is a 3-D structural
engineering software. And if everything looked good, then I would
- - and all ran properly on RISA and I didn't see any big problems
with the plans,then I would sign and seal those plans myself. No one
else has ever used my seal or signature in my office or anything. And
then I would e-mail those back to him.

(Tr. p. 125)
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The Respondent also read portions of a letter purporting to be an APELS advisory opinion letter

dated December 22,2009 to Mr. Daniel Campagno. He proceeded to read and provide commentary
regarding bis relationship with Quinco in the following manner:

So question one is whether an Alabama licensed professional
engineer can review the work of another individual via e-mail,
Intemet or web-hased computer server and be considered in direct
control and providing personal supervision according to the
definition of responsible charge. Then there's some facts, laws,
analysis. Basically has some excerpts from the code.

Q.

Just read for us what the letter says, or four requirements.

A.

Well, then they list them A,B, C, D.

Q.

That's what I want you to read.

A.

In addition. A is the client requesting preparation of such
documents makes the request directly to the licensee or
member of - - or employee of the licensee's firm. So usually
that's to me, but it's an e-mail. I don't recall anybody ever

telling someone else in my firm to do it. It comes to me
usually e-mail. That's - - A, so that always happens with
Jason, because he asks me - - tells me he has a building he
wants to engineer.

Q.

A.

Quin-Co is your client?

This is my client, right. So this is my client. But this happens
to other clients too.

B, the licensee supervises the preparation of the documents

and has input to their preparation prior to their completion.
So I e-mail, I call, I have talked to - - Jason sometimes has

done the drafting, sometimes Rebecca. I have e-mailed her.
I've e-mailed Jason and he's passed it to her. I think I met her
once face-to-face, but, you know, it's not - - she's not
someone I see very often. And I've talked her on the phone.
But it's usually e-mail.
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The licensee reviews the final reviews the final documents.

So I always do that like I said. Then the licensee has authority
to and does make any necessary and appropriate changes to
the final documents. So I always do that. I don't put my seal
on them and signature and date till I'm sure they're right. So
I checked everything off.
Q.

Has Mr. Quinnelly or anybody in his firm ever told you we're
not going to do what you say?

A. No. He might say can we do it this way. And I'll say, okay, Jason,
I'll rerun the numbers but, you know, it's going to cost you
another $100 in engineering and he'll say, naw,it's not worth
it or yes, could you because 1 think, you know, we want to
fry it this way. And I'll say okay, because sometimes he has
a good idea just like any client.

Q.

Sometimes that works, sometimes it doesn't?

A.

Doesn't work. And I'll tell him if 1 think, Jason, I'll try it but
I don't think it's going to work. And, you know,so, right. So
there's a little back and forth. But I do all the things in here
and this letter says via the Internet or web-based computer
server. That's exactly what I do. It's email. We don't do a
Skype, but it's e-mail. And this letter says that's fine. So that's
how we do it.

(Tr. pp. 127-129)

The Respondent admitted that APELS Exhibit 4(plans for 40' x 50' x 20') which were not

ultimately used in construction contained his authentic signature and seal on "every page like I do

every set of metal building plans".''The Respondent also described in detail how he utilized a
"RISA" software "3-D" program to devise the calculation for the engineering plans he certifies,

even things like water towers and water tanks,a lot ofthings. And you buy the software. It's several

'This is conflict with the testimony of Mr. Jason Quinnelly in which he testified that the
Respondent's signature was placed on "every other page".(Tr. p. 72)
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A. . . It's software that's used ail over the world for design of
steel, wood, stone, all kinds of structures, thousand dollars.
And then you essentially draw on the software a stick

drawing of what you're building. And you can color code
things, whatever. And then you do it in 3-D.
And then you apply the different loads, different weights of
the wind and other things. And then it runs, you know,
literally hundreds of thousands of calculations in a short
period of time, like less than one minute. Unless it's
something like a water tower one time we did was - - man,it
took, like, 10 minutes. But, anyway, then it gives you the
results.

And then occasionally if you're not sure about something,
you can end your model to RISA. And they have structural
engineers. I think some of them are Ph.Ds. And then they
will e-mail you back and tell you what to do and what. So we
have an ongoing communication with them. And also I
started using this when I was taking structural engineering at
South Alabama.

(Tr. pp. 138-139)

The Respondent also testified that the APELS expert testimony should be discredited because his

plans included additional purlins that "change the response" of the beams in the building. The
Respondent distinguished his work on the 40' x 50' x 20'(APELS Exh. 4)building from the expert
conclusions of Mr. Russell in the following manner:

A. So he said that structural members on this building was
overstressed - - not this building, but the one that never got
built, the 40 - -

Q.

Exhibit 4

A.

Yeah, that they're overstressed. And he listed several.

Q.

Okay.
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A.

Okay. And on my - - now, on my RISA program, it shows
that they are fine. But there's a lot of confusion. I sent this
printout of RISA to Mr. Putnam. And he said, you know, he
said that they couldn't read it, but then I got a response from
Mr. Russell. So he did read it. I don't know, I'm not too sure

what Mr. Putnam wanted, you know - - Mr. Russell never
took a RISA - - never put it on RISA because he doesn't use
it and he doesn't - - didn't ever use any 3-D. So there was
more confusion and he couldn't read the RISA printouts. If
you've ever used these programs, you can print out a lot of
stuff. So I printed out what I thought would make it clear to
him what all the stresses and such were. But Mr. Putnam was

never too clear with me on what he wanted. But, anyway Mr.

Russell made an opinion. He didn't use 3-D. So he didn't do
his calculations right. What he did would not meet the code.
Q.

What would be the difference between using a 3-D model
and a 2-D model?

A

Well, my little - - my little thing about the deflection versus
the small ones, on a 3-D, it just shows you - it fixes that
immediately because it puts in the stiffness of this member.
But 2-D, it's a little harder to do, but you have to break this
up into sections. But when you do the 3-D, it figures all this
stuff out pretty quickly. And so you can do this properly in
2-D, which he did not. He showed it in 2-D. Or you can do it
in 3-D and also the program will do it for you.
(Tr. p. 145)

The Respondent also admitted that if a building is not built(such as APELS,Exhibit 4),the failure
to build relieves the engineer "in a way it does, not completely though" from the duty to prepare
proper engineering plans. (Tr. p. 180) Also in verifying the proper IBC application, he either

applies the IBC he recalls that is applicable or if he is in doubt he tells the client (in this case
Quinco) to verify with building permit licensing authority. (Tr. pp. 184-185) There was also a
major discrepancy between the weight point loads reflected on the design being identified as "50
pounds per square foot, but on the plan it says 150" for the platform Exhibit 4 plans.(Tr. pp. 19519

199)The Respondent admitted that there should have been some explanation about the point loads
for the end user to be informed (Tr. pp 196-197)

B.

SECOND FLOOR OF METAL BUILDNG

(Cochran/0 Sand Spur Road, Semmes, AL)

The evidence presented at the hearing of this cause established the following facts
regarding the engineering design (Count I, APELS Exh. 5) of the second floor of a metal
building for Ron Cochran,0 Sand Spur Road,Semmes,Alabama:
The initial consumer complainant, Mr. Ronald Cochran wrote in his complaint that the
second floor of the Sand Spur Road metal building "is not engineered correctly. It bounces 3 to 4
inches when walking on it". He attached the second floor contract and engineering plans.(APELS

Exh. 3, p. 2) Mr. Cochran testified that the second floor to the Sand Spur Road property had been
contracted when the Semmes, AL building inspector requested plans for the second floor. Mr.

Cochran paid Quinco $2000 for the second floor after the construction plans for which Quinco
got "Mr. Fowler to approve".(Tr. p. 22)
Mr. Kevin Putnam, the Board Investigator testified that the Respondent admitted that the

APELS Exhibit 5 engineering plans for the second floor were signed and sealed by him.(Tr. pp.
31-33)He also testified that the in-house draftsperson verified that she actually created the second
floor (Sand Spur) designs.(Tr. p. 37) Mr. Putnam also testified that the Respondent did not make

any allegation that the plans complained of by APELS (APELS Exhibits 4, 5, and 6) had been
forged with his signatures and seals.(Tr. p. 49)

Mr. James A. Russell also testified about his expert review of the engineering plans for the
second floor Sand Spur plans. Specifically, with regard to APELS Exhibit 5 (second floor Sand
Spur), Mr. Russell concluded:
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A.

The plans call for 150 pounds a square foot loading. And that
was indicated on the documents as being the design load that
it - - that was used. And based on my calculations, the
structure was not suitable for that load.

Q.

Is that the only finding that you had?

A.

The member stresses and the deflections exceeded, yes, were
both exceeded what would be allowed by code.

Q.

How would you classify these? Were they minor, were they
major, where they severe, how would you kind of classify
the deficiencies you found?

A.

At the loading that's indicated on the drawings, I would say
that they were severely overstressed.

Q.

What about the other issues?

A.

And the deflection was severely over - - over what would be
allowed.

Q.

A.

In your opinion as a professional engineer in the State of
Alabama, would that set of plans or photocopy of a set of
plans in Exhibit 5 - Yes.

_ - meet the standard of care for engineers in Alabama,
particularly an engineer in Mobile, Alabama?
A.

I don't - - I wouldn't necessarily draw a distinction with
someone in Mobile. But in my opinion, it would not meet
the standard of care.

(APELS Exh. 14)(Tr. pp. 98-99)

Mr. Russell's conclusions regarding APELS Exhibit 5 are contained in his review letter (APELS

Exh. 14) Mr. Russell labelled the Exhibit 5 engineering plans as those which require the use of
212 IBC (International Building Code).(Tr. p. Ill)
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Mr. Russell also added that specific calculations were not included with the plan of the

Respondent which should have been included. When Mr. Russell asked the APELS investigator
for the Respondent's provided calculations, he was told there were not any provided.(Tr. pp. 106-

107)They should have been available to the customers by engineer.(Tr. p. 114) Likewise, as with
other plans related to the hearing, his opinion and conclusions regarding a lack of a standard of

care regarding Exhibit 5 were not changed after review the Respondent's response to his critique.
(Tr. pp. 116-117)

The Respondent testified about the request regarding the plan for the second floor of a
metal building at Sand Spur. It is not clear if Respondent knew that the second floor was built
before plans were acquired. The Respondent recalls:

A.

Mr. Quinnelly said that he was putting a second floor system
into a building for Mr. Cochran. And I said okay. He said,
I'm going to send you - -1 think he said a sketch and then we
talked. I said, Well, here's what's got to be on it. So he sent
me this. Then I called him and I said, Jason, what's this going
to be used for. He said. It's a living area or office space. 1
said. Because, Jason, I don't want somebody to go put a
bunch of heavy items on the second floor unless I know what
they are. Will there be any, like, concentrated loads, marble,
statutes, are they going to store weights or anything really
strangely heavy. Because if so, I've got to think through that.
He said. No, there's either going to be living space or an
office. So I said, I'm going to design it as living space or an
office which is - - we designed it for 50 PS,so 50 pounds per
square foot. I'm going to put a note, Jason, that you can't put
anything that weighs more than 150 pounds in one place. So
I don't want you to call me and say. Hey, you know,they put
two weight sets up there, now the floor is sagging, because - it's okay to have normal office things and, you know,normal
residential things, furniture, file cabinets. So I was careful -.

Q.

People walking around?
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A.

Yeah, normal things. That's all in the code. But okay.

Q.

Okay.

A.

So I asked him who was going to get the drawings. He said
just me. I said, Because 1 have to know who's going to get
them, because 1 want to make sure all the right stuff is on it.
But can you tell your customer it's for an office or
residential, but nothing heavier than 150 pounds per square
foot anywhere. He said yeah, I said okay. So there's a lot of
confusion, not among him or his customer, but the review
because he thinks I designed this for 150 poimds uniform
loading. That would be ridiculous.

Q.

Why?

A.

Well, that's industrial loading, you know. And the building
_ - well, I was told the building was a residential or office
building.

Q.

Sure.

A.

And so that's really high loading, you know. So I did not
design this for 150 pounds uniform live load or dead load.
It's desiYled for 50 poimds, actually overdesigned for that.
But 1 put a note 150 psfload max, max, not uniform. No one
asked me about that.

Q.

What's the difference?

A.

Well, the uniform load would mean that it's designed to have
150 pounds on every square foot or nearly that. Okay. Any
by max,1 meant a concentrated load. However,I didn't know
if I put concentrated load, if really Jason would understand
that, because he's not an engineer, or his customer. So there's
nothing wrong with the drawings, but there's confusion. It
doesn't say uniform live load. It doesn't say - - it says 150
pound max load. That means one thing.

(Tr.pp. 134-137)
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The Respondent described why he believes the load calculations were corrects in his plans of the
second floor(APELS Exh. 5):

A.

This was the second floor. His testimony is that the floor part
of this, the floor support is not designed for 150 pound
uniform load. And that's - - and that's true.

Q.

Right. That's what you were telling about that you asked Mr.
Quinnelly to find out what the customer wanted to use the
space for?

A.

Right. You know, and we had the discussion. So he was
happy with this. And it was designed the way it was
supposed to be designed per code and everything else, just
with this note on there. When the reviewer picked it up, he
said it's - - it's all wrong. I was never asked the question why
- - what did you design this for. That would be the question
what are they putting up there. And I would say, you know,
it's, you know, furniture, it's living quarters or office. And - but no one asked me.

So they never asked me for clarification. He just assumed
that this meant 150 pound uniform live load or a dead load,
which it is not. And it's not written that way.

c.

THE LEROY HAYMAN BLDG

The evidence presented at the hearing of this cause established the following facts
regarding the engineering design(Count III)(APELS Exh.6)of the metal building for Leroy
Hayman,

;

Investigator Kevin Putnam testified that the Respondent admitted to him that the
engineering plans for the Leroy Hayman (APELS Exh. 6) had been legitimately affixed with his
electronic signature, date, and seal.(Tr. p. 33)There was no allegation by the Respondent that his

seals or signatures on APELS Exhibits 4,5, and 6 were forged.(Tr. p. 49)As with APELS Exhibits
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4 and 5, Mr.Putnam allowed the Respondent the opportunity to review the technical advisor expert
reports for a response from the Respondent regarding the Hayman (APELS Bxh. 6) plans. Mr.
Putnam testified that he received responses from the Respondent. (APELS Exh. 9) The

Respondent's responses were returned to the technical advisor, Mr. Russell for any additional
analysis.(APELS Exh. 10)The Respondent thereafter sent Mr. Putnam additional responses dated
December 1 1, 2015.(APELS Exh. 11)

Mr. Tracy Mitchell^, a professional engineer based in Ohio testified as an expert witness
regarding the Hayman(APELS Exh.6)engineering plans. Mr. Mitchell has 26 years ofengineering
experience and is licensed in 23 states. He is currently employed by Consulting Engineers
Corporation based in Reston, Virginia at the Midwest Office near Cincirmati, Ohio. With the
exception of a minor infraction against his licensee in South Carolina involving the qualifications
of another engineer, he has not received any other discipline in the 23 states.(Tr. Pp. 74-76)
Mr. Mitchell was asked to review the Hayman engineering plans by a competitor of
Quinco, Valor Steep, and Mr. Leroy Hayman personally. Quinco had a history of outbidding

Valor Steel on metal building projects.(Tr. pp. 76-78)
Mr. Mitchell reduced his findings in a letter sent to the owner of the property, Mr. Leroy
Hayman, on December 5, 2014.(APELS Exh. 12) Those findings were as follows:

Mr. Mitchell testified by live video conferencing for the hearing.(Tr. p. 73)

' Valor Steel is operated by Mr. Allen Ivy and Mr. John Quinnelly. Apparently this is
the same John Quinnelly referred in the testimony of Jason Quinnelly.(Tr. pp. 82, 119)
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The correct code is the 2012 IBC.

The correct structural code is 2010 ASCE 7,Minimum Design Loads
for Building.

The wind speed used for this location is 143 mph based upon Risk
Category I; there is no wind importance factor.
The correct wind exposure is "C", being that the area is open with
little development.
The material strength utilized is A992 for the hot rolled W shapes.
The material strength of the cold formed light gage framing is by
Central States Manufacturing and is 55 ksi minimum yield strength
and 75 ksi minimum tensile strength.
The "Low Rise Alternative Method" was used for the wind loads.

The W8xlO end wall frames are overstressed significantly and do
not meet the code requirements of AISC. The center W8xlO
columns utilized a slip connection at the top and do not provide
vertical support to the frame.

The vertical door jambs DJI, DJ2, and DJ# are overstressed
significantly due to the high tributary area wind loads and their
height and do not meet the code requirements of AISI.
(Tr. pp. 80-81)(APELS Exh. 12)

Mr. Mitchell was paid $600 for the Hayman review. He maintains the specific calculations and
research he utilized in his review at his offices.(Tr. pp 82-83)
Mr. Mitchell determined the wind exposure "C" designation (area open with little
development) by referring to Google Earth. He noted that trees were in the area with a lake to the

east of the property.(Tr. pp. 85-86). Mr. Mitchell utilized the Intercom Engineering Software. He
was familiar with the RISA software application used by the Respondent.

According to Mr. Mitchell, RISA is an acceptable industry standard but not a superior standard.
(Tr. p. 88) Mr. Mitchell used a low rise alternative method as opposed to the full heights method.
The low rise alternative method will result in 21 percent lower wind pressures as opposed to the
full heights method. Thus, the lower rise alternative method was more advantageous to the
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Respondent giving him the benefit of doubt. Nevertheless, he concluded that the end wall frames
and vertical doorjambs were significantly overstressed. The conclusions reached Mr. Mr. Mitchell
were unchanged based on the questioning during the hearing.(Tr. pp. 89-91)
The APELS technical advisor expert, Mr. James Russell, also testified regarding his
conclusions of the Haymzin engineering plan. Mr. Russell's plan review of the Hayman project is
contained in APELs Exhibit 16.(Tr. p. 102) The deficiencies noted by Mr. Russell were as
follows:

A.

There was an issue with some ofthe foundations
underneath a lean-to structure in that the foundations did

not have adequate uplift resistance for wind loads. Also
found that there was an end wall rafter that did not have an

appropriate support ofthe center. One end of the building
did not have a center support post. The other end of the
building did not. I also found that the doorjambs that
formed the edges ofthe openings in some cases on the end
walls were overstressed when they were subjected to out ofplane loads. There were certain portions of the end wall
where the metal panels would be exceeded in their ability to
stand between supports and additional purlins or girts
would need to be added to support the panel. And there was
no definable lateral force-resisting system in the end wall.
***

Q.

Did you have any disagreement with Mr. Mitchell?

A.

Not as I recall.

Q.

Mr. Mitchelljust testified before you and determined that the
end wall frames were overstressed significantly. Would you
agree with that assessment?

Q.

Would you agree with the assertion that the end wall frames
on the project that's the Leroy Hayman job in
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Exhibit 6, the end

wail frames were significantly

overstressed?

A.

On one end of the building, yes, it was.

Q.

Would you agree with the conclusion that the center
columns don't provide an adequate vertical support for the
frame?

A.

There was no center column on this particular end wall
frame.

Q.

Would you agree with the finding that the vertical doorjambs
were significantly overstressed?

A.

Yes.

Q.

Based on your review of what is depicted in Exhibit 6 and
your independent analysis of it, in your professional opinion
as a licensed engineer in the State of Alabama, do you feel
that the plans depicted in Exhibit 6 meet the standard of care
for engineers in the State of Alabama?

A.

No.

(Tr. pp. 103-106)

Mr. Russell relayed that he used the 2006 1.B.C. Code for the Hayman project.(Tr. p. 1 11)
Mr. Russell testified that there were no comments or questions raised during the hearing with her

that changed his opinion that the engineering plans for the Hayman project (as well as those for
Cochran) were deficient and violated the standard of care.(Tr. pp. 116-117)

The Respondent also testified about his analysis of the Hayman engineering plans.

Specifically, he testified that Mr. Russell erroneously concluded that he (Respondent) utilized the
incorrect I.B.C. 2006. The Respondent testified that Mr. Russell's use of the 2012 IBC was
incorrect for the Tanner Williams Road project because the applicable building inspector
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department did not switch over to 2012 when they should have.(Tr. pp. 148-150). Other errors by
the technical experts (Russell and Mitchell) which the Respondent disagreed with were;

A.

Well, he (Russell) also ran that calculation as if it was
supported on both ends, but there's things framed into it and
then it's also connected to a door frame 1 think every six
inches. And so it's not simply supported. It's - - for one thing,
it's braced by everything it's connected to, so that will keep
it from failing as much because it's braced laterally. So when
the load is applied, it won't, like, it won't deform and fail if
it's braced.

And then also he applied the load different that I did. RISA
does it kind of more elegantly than you can do it by hand. So
he - - so, again, he did it - - he calculated it as if it were just
supported on both ends and there was nothing else in here,
and there is. There's cross bracing and it's connected to a door
frame. And, again, it can't go anywhere. It can't fail. It's
stuck. There's not way to get it out of where it is. So I think I
was right.
So he didn't take all the other members into account that it

was attached to. He did it as if it were just floating kind of in
space. And it would look like a failure if it really physically
was like that.

And then he had another rafter, like 1 was talking about, that
- -1 don't know if we had to go through it again, but it had
purlins so it's structurally broken into a bunch of elements,
and not - - doesn't respond as one long piece of steel. But it
responds differently that if it's supported along the way,so he
said that about something in the Hayman building.
And then he also said the wall panels, the steel on the outside
of the building was not adequate. But he cites, which a C,
cites a panel that was not used. He looked it up on - - kind of
like what engineers use sometimes - - he looked on the
Internet, saw a panel and used that. But it's not the one my
client uses. So the one my client uses works fine, but he cited
this other panel and said, well, it doesn't - - this panel doesn't
work. It's not what they built the building out of.
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(Tr. pp. 151-153)

Q.

Are there any other things that you heard Mr. Russell testify
about that you can respond to?

A.

Yes. He said that there was a footer under one of the

columns that was not heavy enough to resist the wind uplift.
Okay. But today he said foundations with an S, so I don't - today I think he changed it a little bit, more than one
foundation. But he called it a footer in his report. And he
said that the footer without the attached concrete was not

heavy enough. And I'm not sure that it's not heavy enough.
It might be close, but it's attached to a - - through re-enforced
concrete through to rebar to a slap that's way heavier than
the - - than the - - what's under the column. So he did not

include the weight of the slab, just the small foundation
under the column. He said it would be too much uplift.
Q.

What differences does that make?

A.

Well, little foundation weighs may be 2000 pounds, but the
part of the slab attached to it, the ffibutary, the engineering
part of it weighs maybe like another 5000 pounds. You
know,so it's plenty heavy enough.

Q.

Why is that the proper practice instead of what Mr. Russell
outlined?

A.

Because that's just how you do it. The building has to - has
to not be able to pick up and lift up the foundation. And when
you attach all the - properly attached the foundation together
and the slab, then it weighs enough _ _it's just all the weight
attached to - -1 don't know how to describe it exactly. But it's
the tributary area ofthe concrete. It's not all the concrete, it's
part ofthe concrete. And it weighs way, way, way more than
just the foundation. And that's the best way 1 can describe it,
even though I'm not that good at it today.
(Tr. pp. 154-155)

Q.

Tell us about the location of that building and how that
factored into what you did in preparing the plans. For
instance, is there a lake nearby?
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A.

Well, there was discussion of a lake. And I asked you to ask
him about how big it was and all that because that could all
affect the exposure co-efficient.

Q.

Tell us about that.

A.

Or the exposure factor. So -

Q.

What lake is near there?

A.

Oh,I don't - -1 don't know what lake it is. But we selected -1 selected the exposure factor B.

Q.

Why did you do that?

A.

Because it is a - -1 forget the exact wording, but it's for areas
with mixed - - well, I'll tell you what it's not. It's not urban
like downtown somewhere and surrounded by buildings.
And it's not in an area with lots of wide open nothing but fiat
land around it for at least 1500 feet or even more sometimes.

So if it was the latter, then that raises the wind pressure you
have to desiYl for because the wind could come across the

lake. And if it's on the lake, that could make a difference. Or

if it was on an area that's just grassland, and especially if it's
elevated a little bit,that you have the design for a much higher
wind. But exposure B is kind of in between. There's mixed
trees and buildings, suburban basically.
Q.

Is that a fair characterization of that part ofthe Mobile area?

A.

Yes, and that guy, that Tracy, whatever his name was that
was on the - -

Q.

A.

Mr. Mitchell from Ohio.

Mitchell, okay. He's never been there. I'm from Ohio. The
frees there are much, much, much,much,much different than
the trees here. The land, everything is a lot different here. So

I know that part of Mobile Coimty because I've been out
there. And I know it's mixed frees and some houses. So it's

Exposure B.
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And so that' what the code authority, when they went to get
a building permit from Mobile County, they accepted that.
And they know that. And they're very picky about that. In
fact, this page is what we do for Mobile County because they
ask all these questions. And so we know that's exposure B,
but he used C.

Q.

What's the difference?

A.

Well, it raises all the pressures on the building from wind. 1
don't know the exact number because even though he said
it's so many percent, he doesn't know that. You have to run
both sets of numbers. No engineer would say I'll use a bunch
of equations and calculate something that will give you a 10
percent more. He doesn't know that. It's - jnight be more or
less, but he didn't compare - - he didn't run the calculations
twice and say, you know, the C factor changed it this much
and using the - - I forget the method he mentioned in his
exhibit,changes it this much. Hejust said,oh,it's a lot better,
but it's not. He used a greater exposure C, which would raise
the pressure up quite a bit. And he doesn't even know the
difference between - - how many percent difference between
- -1 forget which method he used and what we used. So - -

Q.

Go ahead.

A.

Anyway, yeah, so he just said he looked on Google Earth. 1
mean, unless you've been to that part of the - - you know, I
mean, he didn't say - - if I was him, I might have looked at
Google Earth, but then 1 would have called the code
authority, talked to them, talked to the building owner,
explain what's around your property. A lot of other ways to
find all that out than just say, well, it's on Google Earth. So
anyway, that's different than I would do it.

Q.

That part of western Mobile County even has a little bit of
hilliness to it?

A.

Right, yeah, it's not flat.

Q.

Right.

A.

And you have grass, some crops and you have trees, big old
trees with big crowns. And trees up north are much different.
So it's a B exposure.
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Q.

You selected the B exposure because of your experience as
an engineer and knowledge ofthe area?

A.

Right, having been out there numerous times out in that part
of the county.
(Tr. pp. 158-162)

The Respondent also complained that he did not have time to prepare extensive written
reports or receive a final review report from an expert to submit for the hearing. As relayed by
counsel for APELS, the Respondent was notified of the consumer complaint and other problems
with the relevant three (3) sets of plans, since January 2015. The Respondent also received the
reviews from the technical experts Russell and Mitchell in excess of one year ago and given the

opportunity to respond. This hearing was held almost two years after the initial consumer complaint
prompted the relevant investigation.(Tr. pp. 178-179)

APELS Exhibits One(1)through Twelve(12)and Fourteen (14)through (18) were offered
and admitted. Respondent Fowler Exhibit Thirteen(13) was offered and admitted.

Respondent Exhibit Nineteen (19) was offered and not admitted.(See, Tr. pp. 168-172).
111. PROPOSED CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Section 34-11-1 l(a)2. Code of Alabama 1975 provides:

(a) The board shall have the power to reprimand, censure, place
on probation, or fine any licensee or certified engineer intern or land
surveyor intern or corporation, partnership, or firm holding a
certificate of authorization and to suspend, refuse to renew, or
revoke the certificate of any licensee or certified engineer intern or
land surveyor intern or the certificate of authorization of a
corporation, partnership, or firm found guilty of any of the
following:
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(2) Any gross negligence, incompetency, violation of the
rules of professional conduct prescribed by the board, or any
amendment thereof, or misconduct in the practice of engineering or
land surveying as a professional engineer, engineer intern,
professional land surveyor, or land surveyor intern.

Rules 330-X-14-.05(g) and 330-X-14-.06(a)l, APELS, Administrative code, provide:
330-X-14-.05 Practice(Canon IV)

The engineer or land surveyor shall endeavor to build a practice and
professional reputation on the merit of his or services as follows:
(g) the engineer or land surveyor shall perform his or her work in
accordance with approved standards of practice and care and shall
endeavor to adhere to all laws in effect in the jurisdiction in which
he or she is practicing.

By placing his professional seal and signature on engineering documents for Quinco Inc.,
on two (2) metal building designs for Ron Cochran at 0 Sand Spur Road, Semmes, Alabama,

(second floor of metal building and 40'x 50'x 20' metal building),that were created by draftsperson

Rebecca Odom, an employee of Quinco, Inc. without providing direct control and supervisor of
the design and the design contained certain structural elements that exceed the limitations for
maximum allowable stresses and deflections specified in the model building code
- Mr. John A.Fowler as a licensed engineer engaged in conduct which violated the approved
standards of care and failed to adhere to all laws in effect in the jurisdiction - - on two(2)different

projects in violation of Section 34-11-11(a)(2), Code of Alabama 1975 and Rules 330X-14-.05(g)
and 330-X-14-.06(a)l, APELS, Administrative Code.

By placing his professional seal and signature on engineering documents for Quinco, Inc.,
on a (1) metal building design for Leroy Hayman at

,

that was created by draftsperson Rebecca Odom, an employee of Quinco, Inc. without

providing direct control and supervision ofthe design, and the design containing certain structural
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elements that exceed the limitation for maximum allowable stresses and deflections specified in

the model building code - - Mr. John A. Fowler as a licensed engineer engaged in conduct which

violated the approved standards of care and failure to adhere to all laws in effect in the jurisdiction
- - on the (1) Hayman project in violation of Section 34-11-11(a)(2), Code of Alabama 1975 and
Rules 330-X-14-.05(g) and APELS,330-X-14-.06(aM. Administrative Code.
IV. CONCLUSION

1 find that by the acts described above, Mr. John A. Fowler, violated each of the following

provisions on three (3) occasions - - Section 34-11-1 l(a)2. Code of Alabama 1975, and Rules
330-X-14-.05(g) and 330-x-14-.06(a)l, APELS, Administrative Code - - while licensed to engage
in engineering by the State of Alabama, which constitutes cause for the APELS to suspend Mr.
Fowler for three (3) months, representing a one month suspension for each violated engineering

plan (two(2)Cochran plans at O Sand Spur Road, Semmes, Alabama and one(1) Hayman plan at
). In addition, the violations committed by Mr.
Fowler constitutes cause for Mr. Fowler to be fined which should consist of a total of $1,800.00

representing $200.00 per violation for each ofthe three(3) violations of the applicable statute (3411-1 l(a)2. Code of Alabama): and each of the three (3) violations of the applicable rule APELS,
330-X-14-.05(g); and each of the three (3) violations of the applicable rule APELS, 330-X-14.06(a)1.
V. RECOMMENDATION

The three (3) month suspension and fine of$ 1,800.00 for Mr. John A. Fowler, licensed to
practice engineering by the APELS, relating to acts of approving engineering plans for three (3)
sets of plans with Quinco, Inc. which violated the approved standards of care and failed to adhere
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to all laws in effect in the jurisdiction is justified pursuant to Section 34-11-11, Code of Alabama,
1975 and Rules 330-X-14-.05(g) and 330-X-14-.06(a)l, APELS, Administrative Code.
ORDER

The BOARD,after deliberation and review, agrees with and adopts as final the Findings of
Facts, Conclusion of Law, and Conclusion proposed by Administrative Law Judge, Tori Adams,
and finds the Respondent GUILTY of the allegations made against him. The Board
modifies the disciplinary recommendation of the Administrative Law Judge, and ORDERS the
following:

1.

Respondent's license to practice engineering in the state of Alabama is suspended

for three months effective the date of this Order and he shall CEASE and DESIST all acts

constituting the practice or offer to practice of engineering during that time.

2.

Respondent shall pay to the Board a fine of$1,800 (one thousand, eight hundred

dollars) to the Board within thirty (30) days of the date of this Order.

3.

Respondent shall pay to the Board the amount of $4,939.40 (Four thousand, nine

hundred thirty-nine dollars and forty cents) as payment for the cost of the hearing within thirty
(30) days of date of this Order.
FEB

ENTERED into on this date:

1

2017

RECUSED
A. ^azi^Christy

M. Elisabeth Hyde

Naflhan G. Johnson

Richard G. Grace

fare S. Barter

Randall D. Whorton
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